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We study the conductance during the elongation and breakage of Na nanowires described with the ultimate
jellium model. A combined approach is used where the nanowire breakage is simulated self-consistently within
the density-functional theory, and the wave packet propagation technique is applied for ballistic electron transport.
For certain conditions the breakage of the nanowire is preceded by formation of clusters of magic size in the break
junction. This affects the conductance G, in particular the shape of the G = 3G0 to G = G0 (=2e2 / h) step upon
elongation. The observed trends can be explained as due to the transient trapping of ballistic electrons inside the
cluster, leading to a resonant character of the electron transport through the break junction. The cluster-derived
resonances appear as peak structures in the differential conductance which may serve as an experimental signature
of clustering.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.035402

PACS number(s): 73.40.Jn, 73.23.Ad, 73.63.Nm, 73.63.Rt

I. INTRODUCTION

Owing to fundamental and practical interest, metallic
nanowires are a subject of considerable experimental and theoretical effort.1 Not only is the nanowire a natural component
of molecular electronics devices, but it can also serve as an efficient chemical and biological sensor.2 From the fundamental
point of view, when drawn to the atomic dimension, nanowires
exhibit quantum conductance behavior,3–5 thus offering an
excellent playground for theoretical developments. Nowadays,
systematic studies of electronic and mechanical properties
of nanocontacts are possible thanks to the mechanically
controllable break junction (MCBJ) and scanning tunneling
microscopy experiments.1,6 In particular, MCBJ experiments
are very well suited for conductance measurements, providing
histograms for large sets of individual contact-breaking events
as the basic input for further analysis. For simple metals, the
conductance curves upon stretching show clear plateaus at values nG0 = n2e2 / h (n is an integer) followed by more or less
abrupt jumps to lower conductance plateaus.7,8 The appearance
of plateaus is considered as a fingerprint of a stable nanowire
structure in the contact neck, whereas abrupt conductance
jumps are associated with instabilities and consequent sudden
rearrangements of the neck. Thus, the electronic (atomic)
shell structures of nanowires could be demonstrated with this
technique3,4,9 where the stable nanowire configurations are
characterized by “magic radii” in analogy to the well-known
“magic numbers” of abundance in metal clusters of different
sizes.10
Although great progress has been made in observing new structures in high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy,5,11 the structural details of nanowires and their
dynamical properties are far from being well understood.
From the theoretical side, different approaches have been
1098-0121/2011/83(3)/035402(10)

used to elucidate the atomistic rearrangements taking place
during the breakage of a nanowire. Classical and semiclassical
methodologies have been used along with ab initio calculations based on density-functional theory (DFT).12–28 The
latter, in particular when combined with electronic transport
calculations,20–23 provides the most advanced description of
the system, allowing direct connection with experimental
data. However, DFT-based calculations are computationally
extremely demanding, which severely limits the number
of atoms (the size of the break junction) that can be addressed. Molecular dynamics (MD) remains then as a useful
alternative if one wants to explore large sets of possible
configurations.24
Another way of tackling the complex problem of the
evolution of the geometry and conductance of stretched
nanowires is to reduce the level of complexity in description
of the atomic structure of the system and to use DFT
methodology, but based on jellium models for the nanowire
material. Despite its apparent simplicity, such an approach can
often capture the main physics of the process at hand, as has
been proven with many studies of metal nanostructures and
metal surfaces,29 including the representation of electrodes
in conductance studies.30 Among metallic nanowires sodium
is the prototype system for the jellium description, allowing
one to efficiently explore various structures.1,31,32 The nearly
free character of sodium valence electrons fully validates the
applicability of the jellium approach as shown in a number
of works31–35 based on comparisons with ab initio studies
and experimental data (see also Fig. 2 of this paper). Thus,
in full agreement with first-principles molecular dynamics
simulations,24–26 Ogando et al. reported the formation of
clusterlike arrangements of atoms, preceding the breakage of
a stretched nanowire.35 In that work the ultimate jellium (UJ)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Snapshots of the charge density for elongations L = 0, 8a0 , 14a0 , 18a0 , 21a0 , 22a0 , and 30a0 during the
stretching of a nanowire of magic radius 10.7a0 . The charge density values in the color bar are multiplied by a factor of 1000. The figures at
the top (bottom) correspond to the simulations with ten (five) electrons initially in the deformable constriction. The deformable constriction is
delimited by the horizontal marks. The 10e system is broken at L = 31a0 .

model, first used by Manninen for clusters,36 was applied. It
is worth mentioning that as far as closed-shell sodium clusters
are concerned, the jellium model gives adequate description of
many physical properties.37 As for the nanowire breakage, the
UJ approach can be interpreted as giving directly some kind
of average configuration, so that large MD statistics is not
needed.
Here we report on how the conductance of the elongated
nanowire is affected by the formation of stable clusterlike
arrangements of atoms in the break junction. We find that
clustering leads to delayed and rounded conduction jumps
upon the stretching of the nanowire. The results are analyzed
in terms of the evolution of the transmission resonances
originating from the cluster-localized electronic states. The
situation at hand then closely corresponds to the electron
transport through molecular junctions studied in great detail
in the context of molecular electronics.1,38–43 The cluster is
playing the role of the molecular object. According to our
results the resonant character of the transmission reveals
itself particularly clearly in the bias voltage dependence of
the differential conductance, suggesting experimental ways
to evidence the presence of clusters in the break junction. It
should be pointed out that the main conclusions and results
reported in this work are not determined by the specific choice
of the nanowire material (Na) but rather by the very fact of
the clustering at the break junction. The latter phenomenon
is of quite general nature, as it not only happens for the
stretched Na nanowires24–26,35 but has also been reported for
gold nanowires.23,27,28
The present paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system under study and presents a brief outline
of the theoretical methods. Section III is devoted to the results
and their discussion. Section IV presents the summary and
conclusions. Atomic units are used throughout the paper unless
otherwise stated.

II. METHODS

We use a combined approach where the nanowire breakage
is simulated with self-consistent electronic structure calculations within the density-functional theory.44 The selfconsistent calculations provide an input for the follow-up
wave packet propagation (WPP) study of the ballistic electron
transport through the break junction.
The DFT calculations are based on the UJ description of
nanowires.36 Within the UJ model the background positive
charge is fully relaxed in shape and density, so that it equals at
every point the electron density, and the shape of the system
is obtained self-consistently. In this way, it is possible to
mimic the rearrangements of atoms during the elongation
and breakage of a nanowire with MCBJ techniques, for
example. The UJ model is limited to a unique equilibrium
charge density with the density parameter rs ≈ 4.2a0 [the
density n = 3/(4π rs3 )]. This value corresponds approximately
to sodium metal. A nice property of this particular model for
nanowires is that UJ always creates a force which opposes the
elongation due to an external force.35 This is in accordance
with experiments and with atomistic simulations but it is not
found in other jellium models.
The implementation of the present approach is explained in
a previous paper,35 so we just comment on its most important
features. The system considered in the simulations is sketched
in Fig. 1. It consists of two cylindrical UJ leads (we restrict
the shapes of the nanowires to those having axial symmetry),
whose potential is frozen after self-consistent calculations for
an infinite wire of stable magic radius R. Rearrangements are
only allowed in the central part (break junction) between the
leads, which is deformable upon stretching of the nanowire.
The shape in this region is updated in a self-consistent process.
Setting the size L of this part allows one to define the number
of electrons Nē in the deformable constriction. This is a
key quantity as it determines whether clusterlike structures
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are or are not formed in break junctions.35 We note that
the procedure of constraining the number of electrons in
the deformable part is equivalent to the usual methodology
followed in ab initio approaches, where only some atoms
are allowed to relax between the frozen leads. The results
reported below are obtained for the breakage of a nanowire
of radius R = 10.7a0 . This is a typical example of a stable
Na nanowire structure allowing one to study the change of
the conductance both in the presence and in the absence
of cluster-derived structures in the deformable constriction
during the stretching process. Concerning the computational
methods, DFT Kohn-Sham equations are solved numerically
and self-consistently in the cylindrical real space (ρ,z) using a
multigrid method.45 For each elongation L a self-consistent
effective potential V (ρ,z) is calculated.
The effective one-electron potential obtained in the DFT
study is then used in the WPP calculation of the evolution of
the conductance curves upon elongation. The details of the
WPP technique can be found elsewhere.46,47 Here we only
address the aspects specific for the present study. In brief,
the one-electron wave packet describing the ballistic electron
is propagated through the deformable constriction by solving
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). Because of
the symmetry of the problem the electronic wave function is
represented on a grid in cylindrical coordinates:

ψm (ρ,z,t)eimϕ .
(1)
(ρ,ϕ,z,t) =
m

The m projection of the angular momentum on the quantization
z axis is a good quantum number, so that different m subspaces
are treated independently. The time evolution of ψm (ρ,z,t) is
governed by the TDSE
i∂t ψm (ρ,z,t) = Hm ψm (ρ,z,t)

(2)

with the Hamiltonian
Hm = −

m2
1 ∂2
1 ∂ ∂
ρ
+
−
+ V (ρ,z) + Vabs (z). (3)
2 ∂z2 2ρ ∂ρ ∂ρ 2ρ 2

In Eq. (3) Vabs is an absorbing potential48,49 introduced at the
z extremities of the mesh to avoid the artificial reflections of
the wave packet. Provided initial conditions ψm (ρ,z,t = 0),
Eq. (2) is solved via short-time propagation with the splitoperator technique50,51 as detailed in Refs. 46,47.
In the asymptotic regions far from the deformable constriction the nanowire potential is a function of only the
ρ coordinate: V = V (ρ). The electron confinement in the
ρ direction perpendicular to the nanowire axis leads then to a
series of quantized states φnm (ρ) with energies Enm :


m2
1 ∂ ∂
ρ
+ 2 + V (ρ) φnm (ρ) = Enm φnm (ρ). (4)
−
2ρ ∂ρ ∂ρ
2ρ
In Tables I and II we report on the energies Enm of the transverse
states obtained in the present calculations for the two nanowire
radii of 10.7a0 and 7.7a0 . The second case appears useful for
the discussion on the evolution of the conductance under the
stretching process (see the next section). The energy is given
with respect to the Fermi level of the undistorted Na nanowire.
The ±m states are degenerate.

TABLE I. Transverse eigenenergies Enm for the R = 10.7a0 Na
nanowire (up to 1.5 eV). The results are given in eV with respect to
the Fermi level.

m=0
|m| = 1
|m| = 2
|m| = 3
|m| = 4

n=1

n=2

n=3

−2.58
−1.75
−0.79
0.25
1.30

−0.62
0.42
1.30

1.28

In order to obtain the conductance of the system, one is
m
interested in the energy-dependent transmission Tnn
 (E) and
m
reflection Rnn (E) coefficients describing the ballistic electron
transport through the deformable constriction. The labels n
and n refer here to the asymptotic initial (incident) and
final (reflected or transmitted) channels, respectively. In the
discussion below, for the simplicity of the presentation we
will also use the (m,n) labeling of the channels. An asymptotic
channel is described by the wave function
m
n (ρ,z)

1
= √ eikz φnm (ρ).
2π

(5)

It corresponds to an electron of a given energy E = Enm + k 2 /2
propagating along the nanowire in the z direction and confined
in the ρ direction. The channel is open when E > Enm .
m
m
The Tnn
 (E) and Rnn (E) coefficients are calculated within
each m subspace from the time-dependent solution ψm (ρ,z,t)
using the virtual detector method.52 To this end, the initial state
ψm (ρ,z,t = 0) is defined as follows:
2

2

ψm (ρ,z,t = 0) = φnm (ρ)eik0 z−(z−z0 ) /σ ,

(6)

where the parameters k0 and σ are chosen in such a way that
(i) the initial wave packet has no overlap with the deformable
constriction, and it is composed of only incident waves, and
(ii) the energy spectrum of the initial wave packet covers the
energy range of interest.
We have carefully checked that flux

m
m
is conserved, i.e., n [Tnn
 (E) + Rnn (E)] = 1 is fulfilled in
the energy region of interest. The summation here runs over
the open channels.
Finally, the zero-bias conductance is obtained with the
Landauer-Büttiker formula53

m
G = G0
Tnn
(7)
 (E = EF ),
m,n,n

where EF stands for the Fermi level energy, and the summation
runs over the open channels. From Table I it follows that
for the nonstretched perfect 10e nanowire G = 6G0 and it is
determined by the (m = 0,n = 1), (m = 0,n = 2), and doubly
TABLE II. Transverse eigenenergies Enm for the R = 7.7a0 Na
nanowire (up to 1.5 eV). The results are given in eV with respect to
the Fermi level.

m=0
|m| = 1
|m| = 2
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n=1

n=2

−2.30
−1.01
0.34

0.39
1.36
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degenerate (m = ±1,n = 1), and (m = ±2,n = 1) channels.
m
Indeed, for the perfect wire Tnn
 = δnn with δnn being the
Kronecker delta symbol.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Conductance during nanowire breaking

We found that for the nanowire of radius R = 10.7a0 ,
at a minimum, seven initial electrons in the deformable
constriction are needed to enable the appearance of the
eight-electron cluster structures in the break junction. The
“extra” electron density is supplied in this case by the leads. In
Fig. 1, we represent the two different evolutions of the charge
density of the systems with Nē = 5 and Nē = 10 electrons in
the corresponding initial deformable constrictions, which will
be used as representative examples throughout this work (we
will refer to these systems as 5e and 10e, respectively). Two
fundamentally different breakage patterns are observed with
the appearance of cluster-derived structures in the 10e system
at elongations from 14a0 to 21a0 , just before the “monatomic
chain” configuration stage. In what follows we shall focus
on the consequences of these two breakage patterns on the
conductance curves.
The calculated change in conductance during the nanowire
stretching is shown in Fig. 2 for 5e and 10e prototype breakages
(see Fig. 1). It follows from the present results that, at the
initial stages of the elongation, the conductance change from
6G0 to 3G0 happens in a similar way in both systems. As well,
inspection of Figs. 2 and 1 shows that the final G = G0 plateau
is related in both systems to the existence of the monatomic
chain supported between metal leads. However, two different
behaviors are distinguished in the change from the G = 3G0
to the G = G0 plateau. Specifically, in the breakage of the
10e system the conductance G  3G0 is maintained over a
much broader range of nanowire elongations as compared to
the 5e case. As follows from Fig. 1, this is exactly the region of
the elongations where clustering happens for the 10e system.
We thus tentatively attribute the difference in the conductance
change from 3G0 to G0 for the 5e and 10e systems to the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Calculated conductances as a function of
the nanowire elongation L. The results for 10e and 5e systems are
shown together with ab initio data by Nakamura et al. (Ref. 20).
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formation of a cluster structure in the break junction in
the 10e case. The (red) dots in Fig. 2 show the results of
ab initio calculations performed by Nakamura et al.20 within
the supercell geometry. Because of the limited size of the
supercell no clustering was reported in Ref. 20. The ab initio
and present 5e results are in agreement with respect to the
nanowire elongations corresponding to the conductance steps
and the conductance values at the plateaus which reflect the
quasidegeneracy of the transverse eigenstates. This shows that
the jellium model allows adequate description of the system.
We will return to the comparison between the present and
ab initio calculations at the end of this section.
B. Conductance channels

To get further insight into the calculated trends we present
in Fig. 3 the decomposition of the conductance curve into
different (m,n) incident channels defined as
 |m|
Gn|m| = α|m| G0
Tnn (E = EF ).
(8)
n

The transmission probabilities are summed over all possible
|m|
final states so that Gn represents the contribution of the nth incident channel within ±m symmetry to the total conductance.
The α|m| coefficient (1 for m = 0, and 2 otherwise) accounts
for the degeneracy of the ±m states.
As follows from Fig. 3, the initial decrease of the conductance from 6G0 to 3G0 for the nanowire elongation L = 8a0
is linked with the drop of the transmission for the (m = 0,n =
2) and doubly degenerate (m = ±2,n = 1) incident channels
in both 10e and 5e cases. For this elongation range the break
junction forms a neck which can be approximately described as
a portion of the nanowire of magic radius R = 7.7a0 smoothly
attached to the R = 10.7a0 leads. Assuming the adiabatic
approximation1 to be valid in the present case (i.e., that the
transverse quantum number n is preserved upon propagation
through the junction), from Tables I and II one concludes
that transmission at the Fermi energy is only possible for

FIG. 3. Contributions of different incident channels to the total
conductance G|m|
n [see Eq. (8)] as a function of the nanowire elongation L. The upper (lower) panel corresponds to the simulations
with five (ten) electrons initially in the deformable constriction.
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the (m = 0,n = 1) and (m = ±1,n = 1) incident channels.
The E20 and E1±2 energies rise well above the Fermi level
for the R = 7.7a0 nanowire, forming an efficient tunneling
barrier for electrons arriving from the R = 10.7a0 leads. The
corresponding channels are then closed.
The validity of the adiabatic approximation in the present
case stems from the nearly diagonal structure of the calculated
|m|
transmission matrix Tnn (E). In this respect the (m,n) channels
closely correspond to the conductance eigenchannels.1,54,55
However, the adiabatic approximation breaks down for values
of the electron energy or the nanowire elongation for which
the overall transmission for the given incident channel becomes small. Thus, e.g., the (m = 0,n = 2) channel is never
extinguished completely. G02 reaches the ∼0.03G0 minimum
at L ≈ 15a0 and during the following stretching it slightly
increases to ∼0.05G0 until complete breakage occurs. It
follows from our result that for L > 14a0 G02 is entirely given
0
by the nondiagonal T21
(E = EF ) matrix element. Thus, the
transmission is due to the interchannel coupling between the
(m = 0,n = 2) and (m = 0,n = 1) channels. In accordance
with the principle of detailed balance and because of the mirror
0
0
symmetry of the system, we also find that T21
= T12
, i.e., an
electron incident at the break junction within the (m = 0,n =
1) channel has a nonzero probability to be transmitted into the
(m = 0,n = 2) subband.
The final G = G0 conductance plateau is mainly due to
the transmission within the incident (m = 0,n = 1) channel
[there is a small contribution of the (m = 0,n = 2) channel
as discussed above]. During this final stretching stage, a
monatomic UJ wire of average radius R = 4.5a0 is formed
as shown in Fig. 1. This monatomic wire is broken at the
elongation L = 27a0 for the 5e system and at L = 31a0
for the 10e system. During the monatomic configuration of
the neck, the conductance is in the range of 0.98G0 –1.0G0 ,
which is in good agreement with published ab initio data for
the smaller oscillation amplitudes with respect to the number
of atoms in suspended monatomic chains.20,56,57
C. The eight-electron cluster

Let us now turn to the detailed discussion of the conductance curves in the 14a0  L  21a0 elongation range,
where the clustering happens for the 10e system (see
Fig. 1). We argue that it is the formation of the cluster in
the break junction for the 10e system that is responsible
for the shape of the conductance change from G = 3G0 to
G = G0 as calculated in the present system. The cluster in the
break junction appears particularly clear in the L = 21a0
panel of Fig. 1. Analysis of the cluster charge from the
calculated electronic density shows that it is close to 8, i.e., the
break junction represents the nearly spherical 8e magic cluster
smoothly attached to the R = 10.7a0 leads.
The situation at hand then closely corresponds to the case
of a molecule attached to two metal electrodes, the problem
currently studied in the field of molecular electronics.1,39–43
Intuitively, the electron transmission through the junction
should show resonant structures corresponding to the transient
trapping of ballistic electrons inside the cluster. On the
other hand, resonances can be seen as discrete cluster states
which are broadened because of the coupling to the continua

TABLE III. Energies of the lowest-lying shells of the spherical
free-standing 8e UJ cluster. The results are given in eV with respect
to the Fermi level of the R = 10.7a0 nanowire.
Shell

Energy

s (m = 0)
p (m = 0,±1)
d (m = 0,±1,±2)

−1.93
−0.57
0.81

of the propagating electronic states inside the leads.39,40
Table III lists the lowest energy levels of the free-standing
spherical 8e cluster as obtained with the present UJ jellium
DFT calculations. The results are reported with respect to the
Fermi level of the pristine R = 10.7a0 nanowire. The occupied
s ( = 0) and p ( = 1) shells and the nonoccupied d ( = 2)
shell fall into the energy range relevant for electron transport
through the break junction. Here,  stands for the angular
momentum.
In order to reveal the role of the resonances in the electron
transport through the break junction we show in Fig. 4 the
energy-resolved transmission probability defined for the given
incident channel as follows:
 |m|
Tnn (E),
(9)
Tn|m| (E) =
n

where the summation runs over all open final channels.
|m|
|m|
Obviously α|m| G0 Tn (EF ) = Gn , as given by Eq. (8).
For the 10e constriction at the elongation L = 21a0
one clearly observes a well-resolved low-energy resonant
structure in the transmission within each m-symmetry subspace. The transmission reaches unity at the resonance as is
well documented for molecular junctions,40,41,54 and can be
demonstrated on the basis of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in the case of the resonance-dominated transmission.58,59
Comparison with the data reported in Table III shows that
the resonant energies correspond to the s, p, and d shells
of the free-standing 8e cluster for the m = 0, 1, and 2
symmetries, respectively. For the m = 0 symmetry data with
the (m = 0,n = 2) incident channel we also observe a d-shell
resonance in T20 . This is energetically degenerate with a
resonant structure in T12 for the m = 2 symmetry. Thus, the
junction can indeed be seen as a spherical cluster attached to
the leads. The resonant character of the electron transmission
reflects, then, transient electron trapping inside the cluster.
Another valuable piece of information comes from the
evolution of the transmission curve and, in particular, that
of the resonances as a function of the elongation L.
While the energy position is preserved through the sequence
14a0 -18a0 -21a0 , the width of the resonance decreases, i.e.,
the resonant structure sharpens [the minimum full width
at half maximum (FWHM) is approximately 0.1 eV for a
Lorentzian fit]. This points at the change in the coupling
between the cluster-localized states and leads. Comparison
of the L = 14a0 and L = 21a0 panels of Fig. 1 shows
that for L = 21a0 the necks on each side of the cluster
are much better defined. The cluster appears less strongly
coupled to the leads, consistent with the smallest widths of the
resonances in each m subspace. Finally, the resonances vanish
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m=0

(b)

|m|=1

(c)

|m|=2

Transmission Probability

(a)

Energy (eV)
FIG. 4. (Color online) Transmission probability Tn|m| (E) for different (m,n) incident channels. Results are shown as a function of the energy
of the incident electron for different elongations of the nanowire (defined above each panel). The energy is measured with respect to the Fermi
level denoted by the vertical dotted line. The solid (dashed) lines correspond to the system with ten (five) electrons in the initial UJ deformable
constriction. For further details, see the legends.

for L = 22a0 when the 8e cluster structure disappears from
the break junction.
While the well-defined lowest-lying transmission resonance within each m-symmetry subspace can be unambiguously identified as the corresponding state of the free-standing

cluster broadened by the electron coupling with the leads,
the number of resonances observed in Fig. 4 is less than the
number of states in the cluster. For example, the resonance at
−0.5 eV observed within the m = 1 symmetry emerges from
the p shell of the cluster and thus has to have its counterpart
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Transmission probability Tn|m| (E) for the (m = 0,n = 1) and (m = ±1,n = 1) incident channels for the 10e case.
The results are shown as a function of the energy of the incident electron measured with respect to the Fermi level, denoted by the vertical
dotted lines. The calculations are performed for the nanowire elongation L = 21a0 . The dashed and solid lines correspond to the results
obtained with the self-consistent potential and the potential with artificially increased reflectivity at the necks separating the cluster from the
leads, respectively.

within the m = 0 symmetry. However, it is not revealed by
the calculation. Similarly, the resonance at +0.8 eV observed
within the m = 2 symmetry emerges from the d shell of the
spherical cluster. It thus has to appear within the m = 0 and
m = 1 symmetry subspaces. This d-shell-derived resonance is
indeed present for the m = 0 symmetry, as follows from the
(m = 0,n = 2) transmission curve, T20 . At the same time the
m = 1 symmetry results do not show a clear resonant structure
within the corresponding energy range.
The “missing states” can be explained by a strong coupling
between electronic states trapped in the cluster and those
propagating in the leads. Potential barriers between the cluster
and the leads are formed by the necks on each side of
the cluster. Well-defined resonances in transmission appear
when the energy of the underlying cluster state is below
the potential barriers so that only resonant transmission is
possible. For the energies above the potential barriers the
resonant structures are broad. Moreover, the contrast for the
resonance observation is much reduced since the nonresonant
over-the-barrier transmission is high.39 To support this idea we
have performed additional calculations where the reflectivity
of the potential barrier between the cluster structure and
the leads has been artificially increased. The self-consistent
attractive potential in both necks between the cluster structure
and the leads has been set to zero (i.e., to the vacuum level)
in the regions with a width of 2a0 in the z coordinate around
each neck.
Results of this calculation are reported in Fig. 5. All
resonances expected from the shell structure of the freestanding cluster emerge. An important result follows from this
calculation: both for the over-the-barrier and under-the-barrier
|m|
character of the transmission, Tn (E) reaches unity for the
electron energy close to the cluster-derived resonance. In so
far as the energy of the transmission resonance is determined
by the underlying Na cluster state, it is not surprising
that the results reported in Fig. 5 closely resemble those

obtained within density-functional formalism for a sodium
cluster attached to monatomic sodium chains.60 Indeed, the
coupling of the cluster states to the leads represented by
monatomic chains is small, allowing well-defined resonances
to be observed.
D. Cluster formation and conductance

We are now in a position to explain the difference in
the calculated conductance jump from 3G0 to G0 observed
within the 14a0  L  21a0 elongation range for the
cases with five and ten electrons initially in the deformable
constriction. The change in the conductance appears over
a much broader elongation range in the latter case. As
follows from Fig. 3, the conductance variation in this elongation range is determined by the change in transmission
probability at the Fermi level for the doubly degenerate
(m = ±1,n = 1) incident channel. The energy-resolved data
presented in Fig. 4 allow us to elucidate the underlying
physics.
For the 5e system the transmission probability grows from
zero to unity within a narrow energy range above a certain
threshold energy Eth . Recalling that no clustering happens
in the break junction, this is a typical behavior for the change
from the under-barrier to over-barrier transmission. The height
of the potential barrier separating the two R = 10.7a0 leads
is determined by the width of the neck formed in the middle
of the deformable constriction. For 14a0  L  21a0 the
neck between the leads shrinks (see Fig. 1). The potential
barrier and, correspondingly, Eth is raised well above the
Fermi level. The transmission at the Fermi level and so
the contribution of the (m = ±1,n = 1) incident channel to
the total conductance for the 5e system then sharply drops
to zero.
The situation is strikingly different for the 10e system
where the 8e cluster is formed in the deformable constriction
between the leads. The Fermi level is sandwiched between the
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cluster-localized p and d shells. Transient electron trapping
in the cluster-localized states manifests itself through the resonances in the energy-resolved electron transmission through
the break junction. According to the discussion above, the
transmission is then fixed to unity at the resonance energies
below and above the Fermi level. Upon stretching, the clusterlocalized states do not change their energy position, since the
underlying cluster structure is preserved. At the same time,
since the necks separating the cluster from the R = 10.7a0
leads shrink (see Fig. 1), the coupling between the cluster
states and leads decreases, causing the resonances to narrow. A
dip in the transmission probability gradually develops at EF .
However, T11 (EF ) never reaches zero as long as the cluster
structure is present in the deformable constriction. Thus, the
decrease of the contribution of the (m = ±1,n = 1) incident
channel to the total conductance upon stretching is much softer
as compared to the 5e system where it reflects the energy shift
of the transmission threshold.
The 8e cluster structure in the break junction disappears
for L = 22a0 . The T11 (E) curves then merge for the
5e and 10e systems, reflecting similar geometries of the
deformable constrictions where the monatomic wire with
magic radius R = 4.5a0 is basically formed. As follows from
Fig. 4(a) the T10 (E) is also very similar for the 5e and 10e
cases.
For the m = 0 symmetry, the resonances derived from the
p shell and d shell of the 8e cluster in the deformable
constriction are energetically well above the potential barrier
formed by the necks separating the cluster from the leads.
While a dip in the transmission develops between the s- and
p-shell resonances, as in the m = ±1 case, the transmission
at the Fermi level is nearly unity within the relevant range
of elongations. The (m = 0,n = 1) incident channel then
contributes nearly G0 to the total conductance.
Coming back to Fig. 2, we observe that the results of
Nakamura et al.20 also show a rounded shape in the jump
from 3G0 to 1G0 , which resembles our 10e curve. This is
while no clustering was observed. Nakamura et al. connect
the shape of this jump with the gradual conductance drop of
two almost degenerate eigenchannels during smooth atomic
displacements. However, in contrast to our 10e system, the
calculated in Ref. 20 local density of states integrated over
the neck showed wide peaks due to the strong coupling to the
leads, i.e., no sharp resonances were found. With respect to
the overall length of the conductance curve and, in particular,
in the jump from 3 G0 to 1G0 , their results are equivalent to
our 5e conductance curve.
The above discussion shows that, while the presence of
the cluster-derived structures in the break junction is a robust
phenomenon as follows from a number of works,23–28,35
the particular shape of the conductance change is a much
more subtle effect depending on the exact properties of
the system at hand.61,62 Thus, from the experimental point
of view, the evidence for clustering should come from the
observation of the resonant structures in transmission. These
are directly linked to the very existence of the cluster structures
in the break junction. This is possible by measuring the
differential conductance, i.e., applying a bias voltage U to
the break junction and performing dI /dU spectroscopy upon
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Differential conductance dI/dU map for
the breakage of the R = 10.7a0 Na nanowire with ten electrons in the
deformable construction. The results are shown as a function of the
applied bias voltage and nanowire elongation L. The contributions
coming from the incident channels (±1,2) and from channels with
|m| > 2 are negligible in the given bias energy range. The horizontal
dashed line denotes the zero-bias conductance. For further details see
the main text.

elongation.1,40–42 That is,





G0 
dI
U
U
m
m
Tnn
EF −
EF +
=
+ Tnn
,


dU
2 m,n,n
2
2
(10)
where the summation runs over the open incident and final
channels, and the modification of the deformable constriction
by the bias voltage has been neglected.41,42,63 The latter
approximation should be taken with caution, as the nanowire
structure in the break junction can be modified under high bias
voltages.64,65 The calculated differential conductance is shown
in Fig. 6 for the breakage of the R = 10.7a0 Na nanowire
with ten electrons in the deformable construction. The clusterderived transmission resonances appear as peak structures in
dI /dU , as follows from a comparison of Figs. 6 and 4. Thus,
the well-defined peak in dI /dU at ±1 eV energy corresponds
to the −0.5 eV resonance within |m| = 1 symmetry (see Fig.4).
The structure at ±1.7 eV arises from the superposition of the
resonances at +0.8 eV within m = 0 and |m| = 2 symmetry,
and partially, from the broad resonance at −0.8 eV within
m = 0 symmetry. Observe that the resonant structures remain
at fixed energies and sharpen upon elongation. As explained
above, the resonance energy is determined by the cluster
structure in the break junction, which is particularly stable
for the magic clusters. The resonance width depends on the
coupling to the leads and thus on the elongation.
Before closing this section, it is worth mentioning that
while clustering in the break junction was reported in the
previous work by Ogando et al.,35 no effect of the clusterderived structures on the conductance was observed. For
the R = 10.7a0 system, those authors obtained three sharp
conductance jumps as a function of the nanowire stretching
L. We ascribe these qualitatively different results to the
quasiclassical Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approach used in
Ref. 35 for the calculation of the electron transmission through
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the break junction. The present WPP results are exact as long
as the potential describing the stretched nanowire is set.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed study of the conductance
during the elongation and breakage of Na nanowires described
with the ultimate jellium model. Self-consistent densityfunctional theory calculations have been performed for the
nanowire structure. The resulting one-electron potential has
been used then in the follow-up wave packet propagation
treatment of the ballistic electron transport through the break
junction.
A nanowire of the magic radius R = 10.7a0 was studied
here. This is a typical example of a stable Na nanowire structure
allowing us to address the change of the conductance both in
the presence and in the absence of cluster-derived structures
in the deformable constriction during the stretching process.
Indeed, depending on the size of the deformable constriction,
with ten (five) electrons the breakage of the nanowire is (not)
preceded by the formation of magic clusters of eight electrons
in the break junction.35
We observe that the clustering changes the conductance G
of the break junction, in particular the shape of the G = 3G0 to
G = G0 step upon elongation. Calculations of the energy- and
symmetry-resolved transmission through the break junction
reveal the underlying physics. Basically, when a cluster is
formed, the electron transport is strongly affected by the
transient trapping of ballistic electrons inside the cluster
structure. These cluster-localized states sandwich the Fermi
level of the Na leads, and appear as resonances in the transmission of the break junction. It is important that (i) the
transmission reaches unity at resonances, and (ii) the energy
of the resonances does not change upon elongation as long
as a stable “magic” cluster structure is present in the break
junction. As a result, the decrease of the conductance upon
elongation merely reflects the decrease of the resonance width
within the m = 1 symmetry subspace, i.e., the reduction of the
coupling between the cluster and the leads. The conductance
G  3G0 is then maintained over a much broader range of
nanowire elongations with a rounded transition to G = G0 as
compared to the case when no clustering occurs.
For the case when no clustering occurs, the transmission
through the break junction shows a threshold behavior. It
rapidly grows from zero to unity when the electron energy
approaches the height of the potential barrier formed by
the neck between the leads. Since the neck shrinks upon
elongation, the threshold energy for electrons arriving from
the R = 10.7a0 leads within the m = 1 subspace quickly shifts
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